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 The Roman Horizontal Loom

 JOHN PETER WILD

 Abstract

 The evidence of surviving textiles and entries in the
 Edict of Diocletian (A.D. 301) suggest that the first hori-
 zontal loom was developed by Roman weavers in the
 eastern provinces, probably in Syria, not long before A.D.
 250. Fitted with multiple heddle-rods, the loom was used
 to weave damask silks with geometric patterns. An ad-
 vanced model in which the patterning device was sepa-
 rate from the basic binding device for the first time was
 available by about A.D. 400, and was used for damask
 silks with a fluid-outline pattern and for weft-faced com-
 pound tabbies.

 In her note in AJA 89 (1985) 168-73 ("Dating the
 Foot-Powered Loom: The Coptic Evidence"), Diane
 Lee Carroll has raised again one of the most formid-
 able, yet perennially fascinating, problems of ancient
 technology, that of the development of new and ad-
 vanced types of looms in late antiquity in the Mediter-
 ranean region. The principal questions which arise
 are: What forms do the looms take, when and where?'

 Carroll has effectively disposed of some of the ob-
 stacles which inhibited progress in past discussions:
 there is no sound reason, she demonstrates, to accept
 the antiquity of the boat-shuttle and three reeds from
 Egypt published by Flinders Petrie.2 Nor is the iden-
 tification of the narrow brick-lined trenches in the

 monks' cells at the Monastery of Epiphanius in
 Thebes as pits to accommodate the treadles or pedals
 on horizontal looms to be accepted without scrutiny.3
 The "treadle-pits" in the early Byzantine "loom-fac-
 tory" at Abydos are even more difficult to credit.4

 Questioning accepted views on weaving develop-
 ments should not stop there, however. The earliest
 Mediaeval representations of a horizontal loom (or
 "low-warp loom") have had a strong influence on our
 attitudes to what might have been happening in the
 latter half of the first millennium A.C. when pictorial
 and other direct evidence is lacking. The best known
 illustration (fig. 1) is in a manuscript probably illumi-
 nated at St. Albans ca. A.D. 1250 and now in Trinity
 College, Cambridge.5 It shows a figure seated at a
 horizontal loom, the warp of which is spanned tight
 between beams within a fixed frame. Two shafts are

 linked over pulleys and raised or depressed by a pair
 of treadles under the weaver's feet. The weaver holds

 in his left hand what appears to be a reed or slay, and
 in his right a clearly drawn boat-shuttle. The narrow
 web of woven cloth (colored green) has a simple dia-
 per pattern.6

 Somewhat earlier representations of a similar type
 of loom can be seen in the stained glass windows of
 Chartres Cathedral and in the contemporary or
 slightly later glass at Amiens.7 The Egerton Manu-
 script 1894 in the British Museum (ca. A.D. 1300)
 also shows a loom.8 In each case there is a close associ-

 ation between the horizontal loom with a rigid frame,
 treadles linked to shafts for opening the shed mechani-
 cally, a reed for beating up the weft, and a boat-shuttle

 containing a pirn or spool of weft yarn.9 But that as-
 sociation may be misleading: there is no proof that the
 individual loom parts and weaving implements have a

 I am grateful to my wife for scrutinizing the text of this
 contribution and for her comments upon it. I remarked
 briefly on some of the problems in: L. Bender Jorgensen and
 K. Tidow eds., Textilsymposium Neumiinster: Archiiolo-
 gische Textilfunde 6.5-8.5.1981 (Neumiinster 1982) 16-22.

 The following abbreviations are used:
 AAASyr Les annales archeologiques arabes syriennes
 Bulletin de Bulletin de Liaison du Centre International

 Liaison d'Etude des Textiles Anciens

 MedArch Medieval Archaeology
 2 D.L. Carroll, AJA 89 (1985) 169, ns. 6-9.
 3 H.E. Winlock and W.E. Crum, The Monastery of Epi-

 phanius at Thebes (New York 1926) 68-70, fig. 25 (seventh
 century); see L. White, Medieval Technology and Social
 Change (Oxford 1962) 173.

 4 R.A. Farag, "Excavations at Abydos in 1977: A Byzan-
 tine Loom Factory," MDIK 39 (1983) 51-57.

 1 Trinity College Library MS 0.9.34 f.32b, conveniently

 reproduced in MedArch 13 (1969) pl. XXV.B; M.R.
 James, A Descriptive Catalogue of the Western Manuscripts
 in the Library of Trinity College, Cambridge 3 (Cambridge
 1902) 489, scene 93.

 6 For loom terminology, see Carroll (supra n. 2) 170,
 ill. 1.II.

 7 Chartres (ca. A.D. 1200-1225): G. Aclocque, Les cor-
 porations, I'industrie et le commerce a' Chartres du XIe sizcle
 a la revolution (Paris 1917) 111, pl. II; Y. Delaporte, Les
 vitraux de la cathidrale de Chartres 2 (Chartres 1926)
 pl. CXI; Amiens: MedArch 13 (1969) 164, n. 78.

 8MS Egerton 1894, f. 2v: MedArch 13 (1969) 163,
 pl. XXV.A; for other Mediaeval looms, see p. 164 (Austrian
 MS ca. 1200-1250), and p. 163, pl. XXV.C (Ypres MS
 A.D. 1363); P. Clemen, Die romanische Monumentalma-
 lerei in den Rheinlanden (DUisseldorf 1916) pl. XXXI,
 fig. 347 (Boppard, soon after A.D. 1235).

 9 Carroll (supra n. 2) ill. 1.II.
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 Fig. 1. The horizontal loom illustrated in Trinity College, Cambridge, MS 0.9.34 f.32b of ca. A.D. 1250. The loom has treadles
 bound to a pair of linked shafts and a reed, while the weaver holds a boat-shuttle.

 common origin, and it is unwise to assume ex hypo-
 thesi that they do. The primary evidence relating to
 advanced looms in later antiquity needs to be ex-
 amined anew, in chronological order, and without ref-
 erence to better attested, but not necessarily relevant,
 later developments.

 REPRESENTATIONS AND SURVIVING PARTS OF

 LOOMS

 Carroll has already emphasized how slim the pri-
 mary evidence is. The starting point is the handful of
 contemporary representations of the Roman loom,
 which may be listed as follows: 1) a vertical, probably
 warp-weighted, loom on a gravestone from Lara de

 los Infantes, Burgos, Spain (first or second century
 A.C.);10 2) a series of vertical two-beam looms on the
 frieze in the Forum of Nerva in Rome (ca. A.D.
 96-98);" 3) A two-beam loom depicted on a wall-
 painting in the Hypogeum of the Aurelii in Rome
 (ca. A.D. 220);12 4) a two-beam loom on the grave-
 stone of Severa Seleuciana in Rome (A.D. 279);13
 5) an illustration of a two-beam loom in the Vatican

 Vergil manuscript Cod. Vat.lat. 3225, of late fourth-
 century date;14 and, more equivocal, 6) the top right-
 hand corner of a putative two-beam loom shown on
 the first- or second-century tombstone of Genetiva
 from Baugy (Cher), central France." A gemstone
 purporting to show Arachne on her loom is some-

 10 C. Alfaro Giner, Tejido y cesteria en la peninsula iberi-
 ca: historia de su tecnica e industrias desde la prehistoria
 hasta la romanizaci6n (Madrid 1984) 93, 105, pl. VII. The
 woven cloth appears to be at the top of the loom as it would
 be on a warp-weighted loom, but the bottom of the stele is
 missing. See also J.A. Abisolo, Epigrafia romana de la re-
 gi6n de Lara de los Infantes (Burgos 1974) pl. LXX.2,
 no. 149.

 1 P.H. von Blanckenhagen, Flavische Architektur und
 ihre Dekoration (Berlin 1940) 124, pls. 40-42; J.P. Wild,
 Textile Manufacture in the Northern Roman Provinces

 (Cambridge 1970) 69, fig. 59, pl. XIa.
 12 Wild (supra n. 11) 69, pl. XIb; N. Himmelmann, Das

 Hypogdum der Aurelier am Viale Manzoni: Ikonographi-
 sche Beobachtungen (Wiesbaden 1975).
 13 C.H. Johl, Die Webestiihle der Griechen und Rdmer

 (Leipzig 1917) fig. 32; I.B. de Rossi, Inscriptiones urbis Ro-
 mae I (Rome 1857) 21.
 14 Wild (supra n. 11) 70, fig. 60; J. de Wit, Die Minia-

 turen des Vergilius Vaticanus (Amsterdam 1959) 151-52,
 205-206, pl. 22 (Pict. 39).
 15 RACentre 23 (1984) 238, 248, figs. 11-12.
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 times cited as a further illustration, but it is Neoclas-
 sical and so irrelevant.16

 The four (or perhaps five) illustrations of the two-
 beam loom and one of a probable warp-weighted loom
 cited above amplify the picture to be gleaned from
 Greek and Latin documentary sources about Graeco-
 Roman vertical looms." Finds of loomweights in the
 Roman provinces and, even more striking, the sets of
 loomweights uncovered in situ in domestic buildings
 of the Migration period in northern and western Eu-
 rope confirm that at least the warp-weighted loom
 was a familiar everyday implement throughout that
 time."1 But no parts of looms have yet been convinc-
 ingly identified anywhere in Europe or the Near East
 during the first millennium A.C.19 In the search for
 the horizontal loom, pulley wheels from excavations
 on Mediaeval urban sites in northern Europe have
 been thought to indicate the presence of mechanically
 operated shafts; in Gdansk and Novgorod other parts
 of looms (it is argued) have come to light.20 A strong
 element of doubt about their identification remains,
 however; and they are very close in date to the repre-
 sentations of the fully developed Mediaeval horizontal
 looms mentioned above, so they may introduce no new
 factor into our discussion.

 Our main hope at present of understanding the pro-
 gress of weaving technology in later antiquity rests
 with the surviving textiles. There are pitfalls, how-
 ever, in taking this approach. There has been a great
 deal of scholarly argument in the past about the type
 of loom required for the production of specific extant
 types of weave structure, and the subject is likely to
 remain controversial until other sorts of corroborative

 evidence are found.21 The underlying principle of all
 such discussions is that the hypothetical loom and

 method of weaving must be the simplest conceivable
 that could do the job-however laborious its applica-
 tion might be.

 THE FIRST ROMAN DAMASKS AND THE DAMASK

 LOOM

 Approximately a dozen Roman damask silks have
 been discovered in a variety of contexts-formal exca-
 vations, late Roman burials, and reliquaries of post-
 Roman date. Since 1977, Daniel De Jonghe has sub-
 mitted eight of them to a detailed structural analysis
 and has paid particular attention to their weaving
 faults. His research is of fundamental importance.22
 The damasks ("block-damasks"-his Group I) are in
 3/1 twill bearing a simple rectilinear pattern of alter-
 nating warp-faced and weft-faced zones, but in one
 case (S6 from Palmyra, see below) it is heightened by
 blue warp contrasting with golden-yellow weft. All
 the silks except one have Z-spun warp and unspun
 weft, and a count of 40-50 warp-threads by 50-60
 weft-threads per centimeter.

 The damasks can be classified on the basis of their

 weave-structure into two, possibly three, "phases."
 The earliest "phase"-early both in terms of archaeo-
 logical date (see below) and De Jonghe's typology of
 structure-contains two pieces from the Syrian cara-
 van city of Palmyra (S6 and S38) and two from the
 Shrine of the Three Kings in Cologne Cathedral.23 A
 fifth piece, from a Roman barrow at Holborough in
 Kent, is probably also to be assigned to this "phase,"
 although its weave-structure has features characteris-
 tic of De Jonghe's "final phase."24 The silks from Pal-
 myra and Cologne once belonged to sumptuous gar-
 ments, decorated with tapestry-woven bands in purple
 wool. In Cologne Fragment 2 the purple band was

 16 Kind information from Dr. M.E. Henig; cf. W.G. En-
 drei and J.G. Sziligyi, "Une fausse gemme de Pyrotl6ss,"
 BMHongr 24 (1964) 97-100.
 17 Wild (supra n. 11) 61-72, with literature.
 8 Wild (supra n. 11) 63; M. Hoffmann, The Warp-

 Weighted Loom2 (Oslo 1974) 227-65, 297-321; W. Haio
 Zimmermann, "Archiologische Befunde friihmittelalter-
 licher Webhauser. Ein Beitrag zum Gewichtswebstuhl," in
 L.B. Jorgensen and K. Tidow eds. (supra n. 1) 109-34.
 19 The small "horizontal loom" at Herculaneum (Ins. Or.

 II.10) is apparently a reconstruction and so of doubtful val-
 ue: A. Maiuri, Ercolano I: I nuovi scavi 1927-58 (Rome
 1958) 463, fig. 420.
 20 Hedeby: G. Grenander Nyberg, "Trampvivstol i vi-

 kingatidens Hedeby," Rig 1977 (2) 47-48; cf. M. Lind-
 str6m in Archaeologica Lundensia 7 (1976) 279-92;
 Gdansk: A. Geijer, A History of Textile Art (London 1979)
 81, fig. 10; E. Carus Wilson in MedArch 13 (1969) 164-65;
 Novgorod: M.W. Thompson, "The Horizontal Loom at
 Novgorod," MedArch 12 (1968) 146-47.

 21 Geijer (supra n. 20) 19-41 tries in vain to simplify a
 complex situation.
 22 His latest paper draws the threads together: D. De

 Jonghe and M. Tavernier, "De textielreste uit graf 6," in H.
 de Witte et al. eds., Maria van Bourgondio en de Onze-
 Lieve- Vrouwekerk te Brugge (Bruges 1982) 208-31.
 23 Palmyra: R. Pfister, Textiles de Palmyre (Paris 1934)

 42 (S6); R. Pfister, Nouveaux textiles de Palmyre (Paris
 1937) 36-37, fig. 16, pl. IXa-d (S38); 36, fig. 17 (S6); D.
 De Jonghe and M. Tavernier, "Les damass6s de Palmyre,"
 AAASyr 32 (1982) 89-116; also, De Jonghe and Tavernier,
 "Les damass6s de Palmyre," Bulletin de Liaison 55-56
 (1982) 20-52; Cologne: W. Schulten, "Der Kolner Dreiko-
 nigenstoff I: Aus Seide im 2. Jahrhundert gewebt," Bayer-
 Berichte 47 (1982) 14-19.
 24 J.P. Wild, "A Roman Silk Damask from Kent," Ar-

 chaeologia Cantiana 80 (1965) 246-50; D. De Jonghe and
 M. Tavernier in Bulletin de Liaison 55-56 (1982) 48; cf.
 TrZ 40-41 (1977-1978) 147.
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 Fig. 2. A simplified reconstruction of the Roman horizontal loom with multiple heddle-rods, viewed in plan (above) and eleva-
 tion (below). The filled circles on the plan denote loops raised by their controlling heddle-rods, as shown in elevation.

 further enriched by gold thread woven at the same
 time as the purple wool weft.
 It is hard to escape the conclusion that these dam-

 asks were woven on a horizontal loom in which the

 warp was under constant and consistent tension. De
 Jonghe argues that the sheds were opened by means of
 two sets of four heddle-rods-8 rods in all (fig. 2).
 Each warp-thread was controlled by a single heddle (a
 loop of string) attached to one of the rods; to open each
 shed two or more rods had to be lifted so that all the

 relevant warp-threads were picked up. The loom was
 operated by a weaver seated in the normal position
 behind the cloth-beam and by one or more assistants
 standing alongside the loom, who raised the heddle-
 rods as the pattern, and the master weaver, dictated.
 When not in use, the heddle-rods simply rested on the
 warp-sheet, itself an argument for warp in a horizon-
 tal plane.25

 Three more damask silks have been analyzed and
 discussed by De Jonghe. Two of these-one purple,

 25 TrZ 40-41 (1977-1978) 160-61; AAASyr 32 (1982) 97.
 D. De Jonghe here visualizes a horizontal loom "which does

 not possess a superstructure."
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 Fig. 3. A fragment of the yellow silk damask from the tomb of St. Paulinus in Trier. (Courtesy Rheinisches Landesmuseum,
 Trier)

 one yellow (fig. 3)-come from the coffin of St. Pauli-
 nus in Trier whose remains were laid to rest there in

 the late fourth century. Another silk was recovered
 from a late Roman sarcophagus at Conthey in the
 Swiss Valais.26 The more complex pattern of the pur-
 ple silk from Trier required five sets of four heddle-
 rods, and De Jonghe assigns it, rather awkwardly, to
 an "intermediate phase" (fig. 4). The yellow silk from
 Trier (fig. 3) needed four sets of four heddle-rods, the

 Conthey piece only three sets, and both belong to a
 "final phase."

 The case for a loom with sets of multiple heddle-
 rods mentioned above rests on the weaving faults iden-
 tified in five of the silks detected, examined, drafted

 and interpreted by De Jonghe.2z In the purple silk
 from Trier it is evident from the way in which the
 same fault recurs, but recurs only in specific warp-
 faced areas across the width of the fabric, that the
 weaver did indeed open a shed by means of two or
 more heddle-rods (fig. 4); the old principle that one
 rod controls one shed (as on the vertical warp-weight-

 ed loom)28 has been replaced by a more mathematical
 approach. De Jonghe was able to demonstrate repeat-
 edly that neither the classic treadle-loom nor the
 drawloom nor the Chinese pattern-rod loom could
 have produced the textiles in which such faults are
 found. He made the suggestion, moreover, that even in
 the case of the "early phase" silk S38 from Palmyra
 separate auxiliary rods were used in conjunction with
 the heddle-rods to form and hold ready a shed. By this
 means the assistant could prepare a given shed by
 raising the required group of heddle-rods to open it,
 and then reserve the shed by inserting an auxiliary rod
 into it until the master weaver called for it. The faults

 show, too, that the loom could not have had a reed for

 separating the warp-threads and beating up the
 weft.29

 The first Roman horizontal loom, we have argued
 above, was not fitted with treadles. The earliest un-

 equivocal evidence for their use on a loom in Europe
 or the Mediterranean is a passage in Rashi of Troyes
 (Rabbi Solomon Izhaqi), dating to the later 11th cen-

 26 Trier: D. De Jonghe and M. Tavernier, "Die spitan-
 tiken K6per 4-Damaste aus dem Sarg des Bischofs Paulinus
 in der Krypta der St.-Paulinus-Kirche zu Trier," TrZ
 40-41 (1977-1978) 145-74; Wild (supra n. 11) 118 (B86,
 B87); Conthey: D. De Jonghe and M. Tavernier, "Les da-
 masses de la Proche-Antiquite," Bulletin de Liaison 47-48
 (1978) 24-25, pls. Ic, VI; De Jonghe and Tavernier,
 AAASyr 32 (1982) 99-100, fig. 16; Wild (supra n. 11) 117

 (B85), fig. 43, pl. VIII.
 27 Palmyra S6: AAASyr 32 (1982) 96, fig. 2; Palmyra S38:

 ibid. 92-96, figs. 8a-b; 9a-b; Trier purple: TrZ 40-41
 (1977-1978) 151, fig. 3; Trier yellow: ibid. 158, fig. 8;
 Conthey: Bulletin de Liaison 47-48 (1978) pl. VI.

 28 Hoffmann (supra n. 18) 133-34, figs. 59, 91.
 29 For the reed: supra n. 2, ill. 1.IIe.
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 Fig. 4. A section of the purple silk damask from the tomb of St. Paulinus in Trier. It was woven on five sets of heddle-rods: note
 the weaving faults (in line with arrow). Circles denote tie-up between heddle-rods (drawn) and warp-threads (not drawn).
 (After D. De Jonghe, TrZ 40-41 [1977-1978] 151, fig. 3)

 tury.30 A backstrap loom with treadles and simple
 harness depicted in a Greek manuscript of the Book of
 Job (A.D. 1368) suggests that treadles may have been
 developed for the weaving of comparatively narrow
 webs of plain cloth.31 They might in fact have been an
 extension of the rigid heddle, a simple device with al-
 ternating slits and slats-with-holes, used by Roman
 band-weavers for opening two sheds with one hand.32
 The dating evidence for the Roman damask silks is

 crucial to the dating of the introduction of the loom
 with multiple heddle-rods. The two Palmyrene silk
 fragments (both of the typologically "early phase")
 were found in debris filling the tower-tomb of Elah-
 bel, still standing just outside the city.33 They date to
 before A.D. 273, when the city was sacked by Roman
 troops and the tombs of its elite abandoned.34 The

 Holborough silk from Kent (again of the "early
 phase") was associated with a decorated lead coffin in-
 serted into a Roman barrow as a secondary burial: a
 date no later than A.D. 300 seems likely.35
 The damasks of the "final phase" can also be dated

 archaeologically. The purple and the yellow silks
 from Trier have a terminus ante quem of A.D. 395
 when St. Paulinus's body was translated to Trier.36
 The Conthey damask once clothed the occupant of a
 coffin in a small late Roman cemetery: the tapestry
 roundel and clavus attached to the silk confirm a

 broadly late Roman date.37
 The division of the damasks into an "early" and a

 "final" phase on the strength of the presumed develop-
 ment of the weave structure finds support in the exter-
 nal dating evidence discussed above. It seems probable

 30 Commentary on the Babylonian Talmud, Tractate
 Shabbat 105a, quoted in MedArch 13 (1969) 165 n. 84;
 White (supra n. 3) 117-18.
 31 G.I. Bratianu, Etudes byzantines d'histoire &conomique

 et sociale (Paris 1938) pl. XIII. Pace W. Endrei (L'evolu-
 tion des techniques du filage et du tissage [Paris 1968] 67,
 fig. 12), I do not believe that the weaver is seated on the edge
 of a treadle-pit.
 32 Archaeologia Aeliana4 49 (1971) 230-31, pl. XVIII.
 33 Pfister 1934 (supra n. 23) 42; Pfister 1937 (supra n. 23)

 35, 46; I. Browning, Palmyra (London 1979) 196-97,
 fig. 137.

 34 M.A.R. Colledge, The Art of Palmyra (London 1976)
 22-23. Later tomb robbers are unlikely to have added silks
 to the contents of the tombs.

 35 Wild (supra n. 24) 246.
 36 Wild (supra n. 11) 118, with literature.
 37 Wild (supra n. 11) 119 (B90), fig. 47; Germania 18

 (1934) 198-206.
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 that the horizontal loom with two (and later more)
 sets of heddle-rods existed well before the end of the

 third century. At present there is too little evidence for
 us to be sure whether the refinements identified or

 proposed by De Jonghe reflect differing practices in
 contemporary workshops or a general, chronological
 development of techniques in the fourth century.

 The textiles do not stand alone as a source of infor-

 mation about the horizontal loom. I argued in 1964
 that the scut(u)latae sericae mentioned in the Theo-
 dosian Code in A.D. 393 were damask silks of the type
 discussed above, with geometric patterns.38 By good
 fortune, some new fragments of the Edict of Diocle-
 tian on Maximum Prices found at Aezani in Phrygia
 (western Turkey) give a full list of the types of loom
 which were for sale on the open market in A.D. 301.39
 Heading the list (and therefore, on analogy with other
 Edict entries, the most expensive item in the class)
 comes a tela holosericis vestis scutlat(ae) cum omni in-
 strumento ex ligno, "loom for weaving pure silk dam-
 ask cloth, together with all its wooden weaving appa-
 ratus." Its maximum permitted price is 750 denarii.
 The nature of the "wooden weaving apparatus" is un-
 fortunately not specified, but it probably included the
 heddle-rods and other rods and shed sticks for opening
 and maintaining the shed. There is one helpful indica-
 tion: the price of the loom is rather more than that of a
 walnut or boxwood bed, tariffed in the Edict just be-
 fore the looms. Late Roman beds were quite elabo-
 rate, and it is probable, by analogy, that the damask
 loom had a rigid wooden frame.40

 Another piece of written evidence, supposed by
 Carroll to relate to a horizontal loom, must be reject-
 ed. It is an agreement on papyrus (dated to A.D. 298)
 about the sale of a loom by a soldier to a lady of Ro-
 man status, Aurelia Eudaemonis, for the sum of
 13,000 drachmas in silver coin.4' The loom, built for
 weaving Tarsian linens, was said to measure 10 cubits

 in length by 6 cubits in width (i.e., about 3.80 m. x
 2.28 m., if the linen-weaver's cubit is meant42). The
 unspecified weaving apparatus stored with it was in-
 cluded in the transaction. I discussed this loom in 1969

 in a review of Tarsian weaving and argued that it was
 an upright, warp-weighted loom measuring 3.80 m.
 from side to side (weft-wise) and 2.28 m. high (warp-
 wise).43 I now feel that it was probably a two-beam
 loom, but of the same proportions and still upright,
 the crucial point.44

 The problem is the apparently astronomical price
 paid for what was already a second-hand loom:
 13,000 drachmas were equivalent to 3,250 denarii, or
 somewhat less,45 and only three years later the top
 price for a damask loom was set by Diocletian at 750
 denarii. The preamble to his Edict speaks of unac-
 ceptably steep increases in prices which he intended to
 restrain46 and the price of Eudaemonis' loom certain-
 ly sounds inflationary. The last years of the third cen-
 tury, however, particularly after Diocletian's cur-
 rency reforms of ca. 293-296, saw spiralling prices
 which continued to rise in the fourth century, in spite
 of the Edict.47 Without exactly contemporary figures
 for comparable purchases, it would be unwise to as-
 sume that the cost of this loom put it into a special
 category.

 LATER ROMAN DAMASKS AND AN IMPROVED LOOM

 As is clear from the textiles, late Roman weaving
 technology did not remain long at the stage represent-
 ed by the multiple heddle-rod loom. The simple Ro-
 man "block damasks" were followed by a second cate-
 gory of damask, more complex than the first, in which

 the repeat patterns are characterized by fluid outlines
 (De Jonghe's Group II); the vivid lion-hunt damask
 from the church of Sant'Ambrogio in Milan (fig. 5) is
 a good example.48 De Jonghe lists nine such damasks
 (e.g., fig. 6)49 and a further three are known.50 None

 38 J.P. Wild, "The Textile Term scutulatus," CQ N.S. 14
 (1964) 263-66; Cod. Theod. 15.7.11.
 39 M.H. Crawford, J.M. Reynolds et al., "The Aezani

 Copy of the Prices Edict," ZPE 26 (1977) 135, 147 (cap.
 XII.32a).
 40 Supra n. 39, 146, with literature.
 41 Carroll (supra n. 2) 171-73; POxy. 1705.
 42 Aegyptus 26 (1946) 27; cf. POxy. 669 (ca. A.D.

 285-287).
 43 "The tarsikarios, a Roman Linen-Weaver in Egypt," in

 C. Preaux ed., Hommages a' Marcel Renard (CollLatomus
 102, Brussels 1969) 814-16.
 44 See Textile History 13 (1982) 20-22.
 45 S. Bolin, State and Currency in the Roman Empire to

 300 A.D. (Stockholm 1958) 289.
 46 S. Lauffer, Diokletians Preisedikt (Berlin 1971) 90-97.

 The relation between market prices and the Edict's prices is
 debated: D. Sperber, Roman Palestine 200-400: Money and

 Prices (Ramat-Gan 1974) 128-31; Bolin (supra n. 45)
 316-17.

 47 Sperber (supra n. 46) 164-68; A.H.M. Jones, The Ro-
 man Economy (Oxford 1974) 211-13, 226.
 48 A. de Capitani d'Arzago, Antichi tessuti della Basilica

 Ambrosiana (Milan 1941) 41-45 (S7) figs. 24-25. New as-
 pects of this silk are considered by H. Granger Taylor, "The
 Two Dalmatics of Saint Ambrose?" Bulletin de Liaison

 57-58 (1983) 127-62.
 49 De Jonghe and Tavernier (supra n. 22) 213-16 (Group

 II). De Jonghe regards the Sant'Ambrogio S7A and S7B as
 separate textiles.
 50 One from Qasr Ibrim in Nubia (unpublished) and two

 (T128, T143) in the Vatican collections (Granger Taylor
 [supra n. 48] 159 n. 115, 160 n. 121). The sigillatae sericae
 of Cod. Theod. 15.7.11, distinguished there from scutlatae et
 variis coloribus sericae, may be Group II damasks.
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 Fig. 5. Part of the decorative scheme of the lion-hunt dam-
 ask in Sant' Ambrogio, Milan. The fluid outline of the re-
 peat is characteristic of the damasks of Group II. (After H.
 Granger Taylor, Bulletin de Liaison 57-58 [1983] 173,
 fig. 15)

 has yet been published in detail, and until detailed
 drafts are available, discussion of the type of loom in-
 volved must remain speculative. Nevertheless, it is evi-
 dent that the improved loom was capable of mechani-
 cally reproducing a pattern in the weft direction, but
 in the warp direction a new selection still had to be
 made for each repeat. According to De Jonghe, the
 pattern-making device on the loom was independent
 of the binding device."5 While the binder-warp was
 controlled by two heddle-rods with looped heddles, the
 pattern-warp was manipulated separately by means
 of a series of pattern-making heddle-rods, sometimes
 numbering up to several hundred.52

 Contemporary Chinese weavers of the Han period
 used a horizontal loom for their monochrome, pat-
 terned silks: the basic structural sheds were opened by
 a pair of heddle-rods, but the pattern was created on
 pattern-rods which perhaps operated within elongated
 heddle-loops.53 What connection-if any-can be de-
 tected between the methods and equipment of the Han

 weavers and the technology behind the Late Antique
 damasks with a fluid-outline repeat is far from clear.

 A chronological framework has not yet been
 worked out for the advanced Group II damasks. It is
 likely, however, that they were produced by the end of
 the fourth century. My tentative dating depends on
 the chronology of another type of complicated pattern-

 weave in production in late antiquity, the weft-faced
 compound tabby. Textiles in that weave were far
 more popular than damasks, but were themselves in
 turn pushed to the sidelines by the weft-faced com-

 Fig. 6. A fragment of Group II damask silk from a reliquary
 in the Abbey of St. Maurice in the Lower Valais, Switzer-
 land, showing part of a standing male figure. (After E. Vogt,
 ZSchwArch 18 [1958] 122, fig. 9)

 51 De Jonghe and Tavernier (supra n. 22) 216, 221;
 Granger Taylor (supra n. 48) 149-50.

 52 D. De Jonghe, "Les moyens de fa,;onnage et leurs carac-
 teristiques," Association pour l'Etude et la Documentation
 des Textiles d'Asie, Symposium 1985 (Paris 1986) 14.
 53 De Jonghe (supra n. 52) 13; D. De Jonghe and M.

 Tavernier, "De tabijndamasten met keper 4-patronen van

 de Han-dynastie," Tex-Textilis (March 1976) 12-17;
 (April 1976) 14-18; J. Becker and D.B. Wagner, "Silk-
 weaving Techniques of Han China: The Monochrome Pat-
 terned Weaves," Bulletin de Liaison 53 (1981) 21-43; H.B.
 Burnham, "Technical Aspects of the Warp-faced Com-
 pound Tabbies of the Han Dynasty," Bulletin de Liaison 22
 (1965) 25-45; 34 (1971-1972) 16-17.
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 Fig. 7. The structure of weft-faced compound tabby weave
 in plan and cross-section. A simple color-change on a hori-
 zontal axis is shown in the plan.

 pound twills of the seventh and later centuries, which
 do not concern us here.

 The weft-faced compound tabbies have a 3-over-1
 structure, but are not twill like the damasks. Instead,
 successive weft-threads are inserted 3-over-1/1-over-
 3/3-over-1, etc. (fig. 7). As a result, alternate weft-
 threads "disappear" behind their neighbors, and if odd
 and even weft-threads are in contrasting colors, pat-
 terns can be created by changing their relative posi-
 tions from front to back of the cloth. A few of the weft-

 faced compound tabbies are in silk;54 but the great
 majority-several hundred still exist-are in wool or
 at least wool weft on a linen (or later cotton) warp.
 The whole genre of compound tabbies is at present
 being studied by Gillian Vogelsang, but some com-
 ments relating to the type of loom on which they were
 woven can be made even prior to the publication of the
 results of Vogelsang's investigation.

 Among the damasks, there are simpler rectilinear
 "block" patterns found as well as designs with fluid
 outlines at least as bold as the repeats on the lion-hunt
 damask in Milan. The block-patterned compound
 tabbies may well be earlier than those with the more
 ambitious fluid-outline patterns, but archaeological
 evidence to support this suggestion is not yet available.
 Crowfoot and Griffiths pointed out in 1939 that some
 of the simpler wool block-patterned compound tabbies
 could be woven on only four heddle-rods.55 Indeed, as
 De Jonghe points out, the horizontal loom with multi-
 ple heddle-rods used for the earliest damask silks
 would also be a suitable means of weaving the simpler
 compound tabbies.56 Equally, the new and improved
 loom responsible for the more flexible designs of the
 repeats in the later (Group II) damasks could also
 have been used to produce the fluid patterns on many
 compound tabbies.57

 The earliest datable compound tabby with an
 evolved pattern (of circles and crosses) is a silk textile
 from the tomb of St. Paulinus in Trier, and its termi-

 nus ante quem must be A.D. 395.58 The Trier silk
 carries back into the fourth century both the new pat-
 terning device(s) on the horizontal loom and, poten-
 tially, the beginning of the Group II damasks. Several
 wool compound tabbies with a free repeat-pattern
 from Karanis in Egypt can be securely dated to before
 A.D. 460 (fig. 8).59

 Since Gayet's discoveries in the later Roman ceme-
 teries at Antinoe in Egypt 90 years ago, weft-faced
 compound tabbies have attracted a good deal of atten-
 tion and given rise to some seductive, but misguided,
 speculation. They have been called "drawloom
 weaves."60 We are not certain when or where the

 drawloom was invented (a horizontal loom on which

 "4 For example: silks from Trier, St. Paulinus: Wild (su-
 pra n. 11) 118 (B88), fig. 46; TrZ 40-41 (1977-1978) 170,
 fig. 16; 171, fig. 17a-b; from Marseilles, St. Victor: R. Boy-
 er, "Restes de vetements de soie dans un sarcophage pal0o-
 chretien decouvert a Marseille," Bulletin de Liaison 45
 (1977) 25-27, fig. 2.3; from Sens: O. von Falke, Kunstge-
 schichte der Seidenweberei (Berlin 1921) fig. 26. I am grate-
 ful to Mrs. G. Vogelsang for reviewing some of the -pro-
 blems with me; but she does not necessarily share my views.
 11 G.M. Crowfoot and J. Griffiths, "Coptic Textiles in

 Two-faced Weave with Pattern in Reverse," JEA 25 (1939)
 40-47. The unpatterned silk compound tabby from Mar-
 seilles (supra n. 54) could also have been woven on four hed-
 dle-rods.

 56 Bulletin de Liaison 47-48 (1978) 28.
 17 Supra n. 52.
 58 Wild (supra n. 11) 118 (B88), fig. 46; TrZ 40-41 (1977-

 1978) 170, fig. 16.
 19 For example, inv. no. 19.30.265 from Karanis, Egypt

 (fig. 8), now in the Bolton Museum, England. For dating:
 L.M. Wilson, Ancient Textiles from Egypt in the Univer-
 sity of Michigan Collection (Ann Arbor 1933) (terminus
 ante quem A.D. 460); cf. R.A. Haastvedt, E.E. Peterson,
 and E.M. Husselman, Coins from Karanis: University of
 Michigan Excavations 1924-1935 (Ann Arbor 1964) 4, 7.
 60 For example, D. King, "Early Textiles with Hunting

 Subjects in the Keir Collection," with M. Flury-Lemberg
 and K. Stolleis eds., Documenta Textilia (Munich 1981)
 95-96; J. Trilling, "The Roman Heritage," Textile Muse-
 um Journal 21 (1982) 96-99. The problem began with J.F.
 Flanagan, "The Origin of the Drawloom Used in the Mak-
 ing of Early Byzantine Silks," Burlington Magazine 35
 (1919) 167-72; ibid. 85 (1944) 179-81.
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 Fig. 8. A wool compound tabby from Karanis in Egypt (Bolton 19.30.265) bearing a blue quatrefoil design within an overall
 diaper interlace on a buff background. The outline pattern is shown to the left, the detailed draft of the repeating pattern-unit
 (including weaving faults) to the right. The length of the vertical axis of the outline pattern is slightly exaggerated to ease com-
 parison with the draft. The thicker lines in the draft denote blue weft uppermost, the thinner lines buff weft.

 the pattern sheds are opened by bunches of draw-
 cords rather than heddle-rods), but there is no evi-
 dence for it as early as the fifth century.61 Thomas
 Midgley of Bolton, who catalogued the Karanis com-
 pound tabbies in the late '30s, recognized that a loom
 with multiple heddle-rods was more likely to be re-
 sponsible for the tabbies than a drawloom.62
 On analogy with the earliest damasks, the first

 weft-faced compound tabbies may belong to the latter
 part of the third century A.C., although at present
 their terminus ante quem remains A.D. 395 (see
 above). The wool weft-faced compound tabbies prob-

 ably served as soft furnishings, like some of the larger
 surviving tapestry-woven items.63 Indeed, the sense of
 the Latin term vestis polymita, which denotes a tapes-
 try-woven textile, may by the fifth century have been

 extended to include weft-faced compound tabbies,
 which could be said to resemble mechanical tapes-
 try.64 But compound tabby is not the primary mean-
 ing of vestis polymita, and so the early appearance of
 that term in Latin cannot be used to support the hypo-
 thesis that compound tabbies, and thus a horizontal
 loom, were known in the first century A.C.65
 The dating evidence for the emergence of the two

 61 De Jonghe and G. Vial think that the drawloom existed
 in China by the eighth century A.C. The simpler shaft-
 drawloom (schachtentrekstoel) was in use in western Asia
 by the seventh century: De Jonghe (supra n. 57) 14; De
 Jonghe, "Zeldzame fragmenten van een Zandaniji-weefsel
 in het Gruuthusemuseum te Brugge," Stad Brugge Stede-
 lijke Musea Jaarboek 1983-1984 (1985) 283.
 62 T. Midgley, JEA 25 (1939) 44.
 63 Trilling (supra n. 60) 31 nos. 1-2, 42 no. 20; King (su-
 pra n. 60) 98 points to the decoration of mattress covers seen

 on late second- and third-century funerary monuments as
 possibly indicative of compound tabby. Some may be.
 64 J.P. Wild, "Two Technical Terms Used by Roman
 Tapestry-Weavers," Philologus 111 (1967) 151-55.
 65 Still misleading or misled are: Crowfoot and Griffiths
 (supra n. 55) 47; King (supra n. 60) 98; Granger Taylor
 (supra n. 48) 148, 161 n. 136; and even more extravagantly:
 M.T. Picard-Schmitter, "Recherches sur les metiers A tisser
 antiques: A propos de la frise du Forum de Nerva A Rome,"
 Latomus 24 (1965) 296-321.
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 Fig. 9. Summary of the dating evidence for the two classes of damask and compound tabby and the associated development of the
 first and the improved horizontal looms. Solid lines show well-attested dating sequences, broken lines probable sequences.

 classes of damask and of compound tabby-and, by
 association, the emergence of the first and then the im-
 proved horizontal loom-can be summarized dia-
 grammatically (fig. 9).

 DIMENSIONS OF THE ROMAN HORIZONTAL LOOM

 The dimensions of the horizontal looms associated

 with the silks described above are, with the possible
 exception of the widths, a matter of conjecture. The
 advanced loom with its many heddle-rods and shed-
 sticks is not likely to have been much broader than the
 textiles woven upon it, and in a few cases the selvedge-

 to-selvedge span of the silks and related wool com-
 pound tabbies can still be measured or computed. On-
 ly tiny pieces of the earliest (Group I) damasks sur-
 vive; the lion-hunt damask of Group II in Milan was
 at least 1.40 m. wide.66 Three well-preserved wool
 compound tabbies have a weft length of 1.39 m., 1.33
 m., and 1.29 m., respectively.67 A horizontal loom not
 much more than 1.50 m. wide is thus to be expected.

 The Roman horizontal loom was evidently con-
 structed on a larger scale than, for example, the con-
 temporary Han Chinese loom which turned out webs
 of silk with a standard breadth of about 50 cm.68 Nev-

 66 Granger Taylor (supra n. 48) figs. 14-15; A. de Capi-
 tani d'Arzago (supra n. 48) 41-61, pls. IX-XV; King (su-
 pra n. 60) 98.
 67 C.J. Lamm and R.J. Charleston, "Some Early Egyp-

 tian Drawloom Weavings," Bulletin de la Socidtd d'Archdo-
 logie Copte 5 (1939) 194, pls. I-II (British Museum, 1.39
 m.); Trilling (supra n. 60) 98 no. 109 (1.33 m.), and 98-99

 no. 108, col. pl. 8 (1.29 m.); for widths of later Byzantine
 silks: A. Muthesius, "A Practical Approach to the History of
 Byzantine Silk Weaving," JOBG 34 (1984) 240 n. 18, 251.
 68 K. Riboud, "A Closer View of Early Chinese Silks," in

 V. Gervers ed., Studies in Textile History (Toronto 1977)
 274 ns. 15-16.
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 ertheless, the Roman horizontal loom was of modest

 proportions compared with the two upright looms of
 the Roman world: the loom on which a late Roman
 wool cape in Philadelphia was woven was at least 3.10
 m. wide,69 that on which the simpler of the two silk
 dalmatics of St. Ambrose in Milan was produced was
 3.00 m. wide,70 and for Coptic "cruciform" tunics a
 loom over 2.50 m. wide must be presumed.7I

 THE GEOGRAPHICAL CONTEXT OF THE ROMAN
 HORIZONTAL LOOM

 The questions of where the Roman horizontal loom

 could have been observed in use and where it origi-
 nated have exercized scholarly minds almost as much
 as the question of chronology. Given the working rela-
 tionship between the horizontal loom and the damask
 silks, compound tabby silks, and wools of late anti-
 quity, it is logical to look toward the eastern Roman

 provinces, where Chinese silk carried along the silk
 road or roads first reached the Roman world. Until

 the mid-sixth century the silk spinning larvae of the
 cultivated silk moth (bombyx mori) were not reared in
 the Mediterranean region and all bombyx silk was
 imported; but the Chinese did not deliberately main-
 tain a monopoly of the cultivated silkworm and the
 boundaries of sericulture were gradually extended
 westwards through central Asia.72 Alexandria was a

 principal entrep6t of the seaborne silk trade, but there
 is no evidence for Roman silk manufacture there.73

 However, a very well-known passage in Procopius,
 Anecdota 25.14 (ca. A.D. 550), states: "Garments of
 silk were made in Beirut and Tyre, cities in Phoenicia,
 from long ago. The merchants dealing in them, the
 workers, and the technicians lived there of old, and
 from there this commodity was traded to the whole

 world." The Syrian province of Phoenice lay at the
 western end of the overland silk route; the area was
 already famous for linen and wool textiles74 and a silk

 industry based in the thriving cosmopolitan cities of
 western Syria is wholly plausible. Silk fabrics woven
 in China have been found in the tombs of the wealthi-

 er inhabitants of Palmyra in eastern Syria and at
 Zenobia (Halabiyeh) on the Euphrates;75 but most
 silk probably arrived as yarn, which the Roman weav-
 ers, unlike the Chinese, often chose to spin.76

 Damask was not known as a weave outside the Ro-

 man frontiers. Analysis has demonstrated that the
 purple wools used in the decorative clavi on at least
 one damask from Palmyra and one from Cologne had
 been dyed with a secretion of a whelk of the murex
 family, the source of "Tyrian" purple.77 The principal
 centers of the purple dye trade were the Levant and
 North Africa,7" and a silk industry within easy reach
 of those sources is implied. The circumstances in
 which the damasks from archaeological contexts (as
 opposed to those from reliquaries) are found often
 point to the eastern Empire; two pieces come from
 Palmyra itself, and those from Holborough and Bri-
 getio were probably once the clothing of Greek-speak-

 ing immigrants.79 Moreover, the body of St. Paulinus
 was translated to Trier from Phrygia; but the furnish-
 ings donated by the lady Eleuthera for his reburial are
 not necessarily eastern on that account alone. The yel-
 low damask in the coffin carried the factory mark
 [FL]ORENTIA OF(FICINA) embroidered in hide;
 whatever the correct resolution, it implies that the silk

 was woven (or, less plausibly, handled professionally

 in some other respect)"8 in the Latin-speaking West."8
 Kempf, De Jonghe, and, most recently, Granger Tay-
 lor would place that officina in the imperial city of

 69 Textile History 13 (1982) pl. 21, fig. 25.
 70 Granger Taylor (supra n. 48) 138.
 71 E.g., A.F. Kendrick, Victoria and Albert Museum De-

 partment of Textiles, Catalogue of Textiles from Burying
 Grounds in Egypt I: Graeco-Roman Period (London 1920)
 no. 1 (2.59 m.).
 72 J.P. Wild, "Some Early Silk Finds in Northwest Eu-

 rope," Textile Museum Journal 23 (1984) 17-23; M.G.
 Raschke, "New Studies in Roman Commerce with the
 East," in ANR W II.9.2 (1978) 622-23.
 73 M.G. Raschke, "Papyrological Evidence for Ptolemaic

 and Roman Trade with India," in Proceedings of the XIV.
 International Congress of Papyrologists, Oxford 24-31 July
 1974 (London 1975) 245.
 74 Soft furnishings in wool from Damascus: Lauffer (su-

 pra n. 46) cap. XIX.6; XXVIII.47; linens: ibid. cap. XXVI
 passim (Scythopolis, Byblos).
 75 Palmyra: R. Pfister, Textiles de Palmyre 3 (Paris 1940)

 75-84; Halabiyeh: N.P. Toll, "The Necropolis of Halabie-
 Zenobia," SemKond 9 (1937) 20. The (warp-faced?) com-

 pound tabby silk from Dura is different in character and
 may be Central Asian in origin: Pfister (supra) 38; Irene
 Emery Roundtable on Museum Textiles: 1974 Proceedings
 (Washington, D.C. 1974) 154-57, pl. 2.3.
 76 Wild (supra n. 11) 51.
 77 Palmyra (S38): Pfister 1937 (supra n. 23) 35-36; Co-

 logne (fragment 2): H. Wagner in Bayer-Berichte 47 (1982)
 24-28.

 78 R.J. Forbes, Studies in Ancient Technology 4 (Leiden
 1956) 113-20; North Africa: D.S. Reese, "Industrial Ex-
 ploitation of Murex Shells: Purple-Dye and Lime Produc-
 tion at Sidi Khrebish, Benghazi (Berenice)," Libyan Studies
 11(1979-1980) 79-93.
 79 Palmyra: supra n. 23; Holborough: supra n. 24; Brige-

 tio: Wild (supra n. 11) 52.
 80 But the silk had apparently not been made up into a

 garment, for it was found both wrapping the coffin and in-
 side it.

 81 Wild (supra n. 11) 118 (B86).
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 Trier itself.82 But a glance at the entries in the Edict of

 Diocletian shows that in the early fourth century a
 wealthy man could buy silk yarn, purchase a horizon-
 tal loom, hire a skilled silk-weaver, and have the cloth

 made up anywhere in the Roman Empire.83 The pre-
 sumption remains, however, that his task would be the
 easier, the closer he lived to Syria.
 The geographical origin of the postulated Roman

 horizontal loom is another matter of debate. Inevit-

 ably it is compared and contrasted with the advanced
 loom or looms in use in China in the Han period--
 looms which themselves are not yet satisfactorily un-
 derstood.84 As complex silk fabrics were woven in
 China many centuries before the Roman damasks ap-
 peared, the possibility of a westward movement of
 technology along the silk road is attractive.85 On the
 other hand, Pfister suggests that Western Asiatic
 weavers developed their own looms to reproduce the
 fine silks which were being imported from the East."86
 Flanagan, while maintaining that the Roman dam-
 asks were made in China, emphasizes that the con-
 trasting warp-faced and weft-faced compound tabbies
 of East and West respectively were products of inde-
 pendent technical traditions.87 More recently, De

 Jonghe has expressed the view that the Roman dam-
 ask weavers used a loom superior to that of the Han
 Chinese."88

 Information is now gradually emerging on the pos-
 sible antecedents of the Roman damasks in the eastern

 Mediterranean. Fine wool cloth in 2/1 twill (poten-
 tially a pattern-weave) was produced in both the
 northwestern and the eastern Roman provinces; but
 each area had its own characteristics.89 Moreover, the

 3/1 diamond twills from Quseir al-Qadim on the Red
 Sea produce alternating warp and weft-faced effects
 in the same manner as the damasks; they are in fine
 wool, however, and date to the first and second cen-
 turies A.C.90

 In summary, the balance of evidence and opinion
 now tends to favor a specifically Roman origin for the
 damask loom of Diocletian's Edict: there are no

 grounds to quarrel with the established view that its
 home and principal industrial base lay in the Syrian
 provinces.

 DEPARTMENT OF ARCHAEOLOGY

 THE UNIVERSITY

 MANCHESTER MI3 9PL
 ENGLAND

 82 TrZ 40-41 (1977-1978) 161-62; Granger Taylor (su-
 pra n. 48) 143-44.
 83 Yarn: Lauffer (supra n. 46) cap. XXIII. a; XXIV.la,13;

 loom: supra n. 39; silk weaver: Lauffer (supra n. 46) cap.
 XX.9-11; making up: ibid. cap. VII.49,50. But sometimes
 the government tried to discourage private silk weaving: Cod.
 Theod. 10.21.1; 11.21.3.
 84 D. De Jonghe and M. Tavernier, "Un metier a tisser

 primitif d'Extreme-Orient," Bulletin de Liaison 49 (1979)
 44-49; Becker and Wagner (supra n. 53).
 85 See remarks in: Flanagan (supra n. 60); Geijer (supra n.

 20) 75-77; W. Endrei, "Der Trittwebstuhl im frtihmittelal-
 terlichen Europa," Acta Historica 8 (1961) 111 n. 22; for

 more heated exchanges: Pfister (supra n. 75) contra M.T.
 Picard-Schmitter, who saw all Palmyrene silks as western.
 86 Pfister (supra n. 75) 60-61.
 87 Burlington Magazine 67 (1939) 92-93; 85 (1944) 179.
 88 De Jonghe and M. Tavernier, "Les damasses de Pal-

 myre," AAASyr 32 (1982) 100.
 89 A scatter-diagram in my forthcoming paper in the Pro-

 ceedings of the 1984 Bergen Textile Symposium illustrates
 this point.
 90 G.M. Eastwood, "Textiles," in D.S. Whitcomb and

 J.H. Johnson, Quseir al-Qadim 1980 (American Research
 Center in Egypt, Paper 7, Malibu 1982) 305 no. 54. I ex-
 amined others through the courtesy of Mrs. Vogelsang.
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